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The development of the Minneapolis Duct Blaster more than 15 years ago has
revolutionized performance testing of forced air distribution systems for builders,
HVAC contractors, and utility DSM programs. The Minneapolis Duct Blaster is a
calibrated air flow measurement system used to test and document the airtightness
of forced air duct systems in both houses and light commercial buildings. The Duct
Blaster fan is directly connected to the duct system, typically at a central return, or at
the air handler cabinet. With the remaining registers and grills temporarily taped off,
duct airtightness is measured by either pressurizing or depressurizing the duct system
and precisely measuring the fan flow and duct pressure.
Duct airtightness measurements are used
to diagnose and
demonstrate
leakage problems,
estimate efficiency
losses from duct leakage, and certify the quality of duct
system installation. The Duct Blaster is the preferred
system for Title 24 testing in California, as well as
compliance testing in Florida, Texas and for Energy Star
testing throughout the country.

Leaks in supply ducts cause expensive
conditioned air to be dumped into the attic,
crawlspace or garage instead of the house.

Return duct leaks pull outside air (hot
in the summer, cold in the winter) into
the duct system, forcing the cooling or
heating systems to run longer to keep
the house comfortable.

Minneapolis Duct Blaster Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Return leaks can pull
pollutants and irritants such
as mold, insulation fibers,
pollen and dust directly in
the house.

The lightweight Duct Blaster fan weighs just 7 pounds (3.18 kg), but delivers enough air flow (1,500 CFM, 708 l/s,
2,548 m3/h) to test the leakiest duct systems.
Quick and accurate airtightness measurements from 10 CFM (5 l/s, 17 m3/h) to 1,500 CFM (708 l/s, 2,548 m3/h).
Compatible with both pressurization and depressurization testing.
Standard instrumentation includes the DG-700 Pressure and Flow Gauge. The DG-700 gauge contains 2 precision
pressure sensors which provide simultaneous display of both duct pressure and Duct Blaster fan flow readings. It’s
specialized “CFM@25” feature makes it extremely easy to get quick and accurate total leakage test results.
The Duct Blaster can also be used as a powered flow measuring hood to accurately measure air flows through air
handler fans, registers and grills, and exhaust fans.
Solid state variable speed fan control.
Padded nylon carrying case with shoulder strap for easy transport to the job.
When pressurizing the
ductwork, the Duct Blaster fan
can be mounted directly to
the HVAC System.

The Duct Blaster can also be
used to measure the total
amount of air moving through
the air handler.
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Minneapolis Duct Blaster Kit includes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Duct Blaster Fan.
DG-700 Digital Pressure and Flow Gauge.
Three Flow Rings.
Twelve feet (3.7 m) of 10 in. (25 cm) diameter flex duct.
Heavy Duty Carrying Case.
Duct Blaster Training Video and Manual.
Static pressure probe.
Sample roll of 8” wide DuctMask™ Temporary Register Seal.

Duct Blaster Training Video
•
•
•
•
•

Overview of all components of the Duct Blaster System.
Walk-through of how to set-up the Duct Blaster.
How to seal registers using Duct Mask.
Conducting a one-point total duct leakage pressurization test.
Video can also be downloaded from The Energy Conservatory website.

Duct Blaster Accessories
Duct Mask™ Temporary Register Seal
•
•
•
•
•

Duct Mask is used to provide a quick temporary seal on registers and grills when
measuring duct airtightness with a Duct Blaster or Blower Door.
With Duct Mask you can reduce the time and hassle of sealing off the duct system,
and look more professional to your customers.
Duct Mask is an adhesive backed film that comes in both 8 in. (20 cm) and 24 in.
(61 cm) wide rolls. An easy to use belt dispenser is provided with the 8 in. wide rolls.
Duct Mask is perforated every 4 in. (10 cm) for 8 in. wide rolls, or every 24 in. for 24
in. wide rolls, to provide a quick, custom, one-step installation.
Duct Mask is affordable enough to be used with every test.

TECBLAST™ Duct Airtightness Test Software
•
•

•
•
•
•

Easy entry of test data on user friendly entry screens.
Calculation and display of duct airtightness test results including
leakage rate in CFM, leakage area in square inches, leakage as a
percent of system airflow, and estimated annual system efficiency
loss from the measured leakage rate.
Built-in report generator includes the choice of a one page easy-toread homeowner report, or a two page technical report.
TECBLAST lets you print your company logo directly on the reports
for a professional image.
Compatible with all Windows computers.
A 30 day demo version of TECBLAST is available from our website.
HOME HEALTH

Contractor Sales Aids
•
•
•

Home Health and Comfort Brochure presents to the home owner the problems
associated with duct leakage and how duct repair can improve their indoor air
quality and potentially save money on energy costs.
The Home Health and Comfort Video is the companion 12 minute DVD to show
the homeowner problems of duct leakage and hear from satisfied customers.
Home Health and Comfort Brochure can be customized by you for use at home
shows, as mailers or as leave behind pieces.
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Duct
Leaks
From The Home Performance Experts
Affect Your
Family’s Health,
THE INDOOR
Comfort and
ENVIRONMENT
Budget:
Because we spend up to 90% of our time indoors,
Leaky ductwork is one of the
most important and common
problems found in houses.
Leaks in your duct system will
not only increase your utility
bills, they can prevent your
cooling and heating system
from delivering the comfort
you need. Worse yet, duct
leaks could be creating air
quality problems that affect the
health of your family.

The Solution:
A DUCT LEAKAGE TEST

We can easily determine if leaky duct work is contributing
to comfort problems and high utility bills in your home. Our
specially trained technician will evaluate your duct system
for leaks using newly developed testing equipment. We can
then show you any problems found and also provide you
with an estimate to seal your duct system. After making the
recommended repairs, we will re-test to ensure that your
cooling and heating system is operating at peak performance.
Note: You are under absolutely no obligation to have our service department
perform any of the repaids recommended by the Duct Leakage Test.

the quality of the air in your house is
critical. Asthma, allergies and odors
have all been linked to indoor
air pollution. A recent scientiﬁc
study found that 40% of
children’s illnesses are caused
by home environmental factors.
In fact, the Environmental
Protection Agency calls “indoor air pollution”
the country’s leading environmental health
concern. In many houses, duct leakage is the
main cause of indoor air quality problems.
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Maximum Flow:

1,500 CFM at free air (708 l/s, 2,548 m3/h).
1,350 CFM at 50 Pa (637 l/s, 2,293 m3/h).

With flex duct attached:

1,250 CFM at free air (590 l/s, 2,123 m3/h).
1,000 CFM at 50 Pa (472 l/s, 1,700 m3/h).

Minimum Flow:

10 CFM (Ring 3) (5 l/s, 17 m3/h).

Fan Dimensions:

10 in. (25 cm) inlet diameter, 7 in. (17.8 cm) length.

Fan Weight:

7 lbs. (3.18 kg), 8.5 lbs. (3.86 kg) with 3 flow rings.

Flow Accuracy:

+/- 3% of reading or +/- 1 CFM, whichever is greater, using a DG-700.

Calibration:

Meets both ASTM Standards E779-87, ASHRAE 152 and
CGSB-149.10-M86.

Power:

110V or 220V.

Specifications subject to change without notice.
Duct Blaster® is a registered trademark of The Energy Conservatory. Minneapolis Blower Door™, Duct Mask™ and TECBLAST™ are trademarks of The
Energy Conservatory. Windows® is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation

Other building diagnostic products available from The Energy Conservatory

The Minneapolis Blower
Door™ is used to measure
the airtightness of buildings.

The BCam SD Infrared Camera is
used to detect hidden air leakage
paths in building cavities and
components.

To Order, or for more information contact:

The TrueFlow® Air Handler Flow Meter
(shown with DG-700 Gauge) is used to
measure the total amount of air moving
through an air handler.

The Energy Conservatory
2801 21st Avenue South, Suite 160
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55407
phone: (612) 827-1117
fax: (612) 827-1051
e-mail: info@energyconservatory.com
website: www.energyconservatory.com

